CLEANING SPILLS OF BODY FLUIDS

Is it blood, urine or a fluid with visible blood?

- Yes: Open Spill Kit
  - 1. Put on PPE.
  - 2. Absorb liquids
  - 3. Sweep or Mop
  - 4. Dispose in trash or commode

- No: Open Spill Kit
  - 1. Put on PPE.
  - 2. Absorb liquids
  - 3. Sweep or Mop
  - 4. Dispose in trash or commode

Is it sharp?

- Yes: Place sharp items in puncture proof container
  - 1. Place in red bag
  - 2. Seal bag

- No: Place all items in red bag (including disposable PPE)
  - 1. Place in red bag
  - 2. Seal bag

Waste Disposal

Lock bag in house-keeping closet (see other side)
Call Kenny Ostome 231-3220 for pickup